MedBiquitous
CAPETIHP Workshop
First Breakout
Interoperability Pain Points

Group 2: Interoperability pain point brainstorrft
Reporter's name: Amy
Siloes and lack of
leadership

Lack of
standardization

0
Betamax vs.
VHS

•

0

Vendors
don't work
with
competitors

No consistdata model
on how to
share data

Standards
are loosely
enforced

IS wish for
standardized
software vs
need for
customized
reports

•

Uniformity in
messaging re
standards

•

e

Low on the

Unclear
objectives for
Interoperability

vendors'
priority list

Training/ Skill
development

•

•

Politics - 8
Lack of
various data
leadership
owners and
agreement on
no
reporting
metrics
collaboration
Top/down vs.
bottom/up
decision
making vs.
intertia

Silo systemf'
with different
management
approaches

Lack of visionO
from school
administration
and national
governing
bodies

Historical data
concerns vs.
contemporary
needs

Crossprogram
goal
alignment
Constraints on
the
educational
program (e.g.
accreditation)

0

Money/resource

0

0

0

Lack of staff
with data
admin skills

Expertise IT
staffing

$$$

Faculty
training

Moving
targets (new
IT tools and
capabilities)

Analytics are
viewed via
financial lens,
not educational
lens

Budgets - no
shared tools
across areas

0

Org size in
relation to
requisite
budgeting

Intellectual
Property
Concerns

Group 5: Interoperability pain point brainstorm
Reporter's name: Terence Ma, PhD - "Tere"
TOP THEME 2:
Vendor Issues

TOP THEME 1: Data
Standards...or not?

No way to
have live
data

Pleasant pain
point - lots of
data, lots of
approaches

Standards
not
published
for coders

No way to
create KPIs

format of
the data
exchange

Standards
are a
moving
target

Many org do
follow standards
by creating their
own “profiles"

Data are not
formatted the
same - data
tables

Standards not
complete for all
MedEd data
types

Many
standards-which to
adopt?

Changing
standards
(XML, JSON,
etc.)

Many
different
standards
organizations

WHICH
standards
to adopt?

Lack of
incentives to
implement
standards

Tech leaps working on
something
and bam, it is
outdated

TOP THEME 3:
People/Expetise

Vendors
change
APIs w/o
notice

Moving test
items
between
vendor
platforms

Vendor lock
in

Vendors not
motivated
to "share"

no back end
access to
commercial
software

Org are not in
a position to
influence
technical
vendors

Old concept
of
data...who
owns?

Vendors
lock-in

Canvas output of data to excel for use
in other programs
Panopto listings of all sessions like a
file listing with links for use in Canvas
and Medtrics
Out putting E*values information into
Medtrics

Know how
among
educational
technologists

THEME:
Coding/Programming

Lack of
documentation

THEME: Assessment
Related

Communication
- always, finding
out new things,
being in the
loop

Teams'
turnover building new
relationships
takes time

semantics
and
terminologies

lack of business
rules to permit
automation
(everything is an
exception)

Lack of
documentation
and/or not
updated

the functional
source of record is
not the institutional
source of record -data flow issues

THEME:
Prioritization/Small
Market?

THEME: Software
Needs

Programming
language of
the month

THEME: Technical(?)

Moving test items
between the test
development
platform and the
test delivery
platform

Exchange of
assessment
items

Testing providers
providing medical
schools with data
about their students
test scores and test
history

Exchanging
demographics
on med
students to
facilitate testing

Low
prioritization

time to
market
chalelnges

Bandwidth projects moving
to back burner
and languishing

Why
SHOULD
we?

No common
set of
software
needs

tightly couple
systems and
point to point
integrations

legacy
systems

no batch/bulk
task functions
in front-end

many
services still
dealing in
PDFS

Not having the
same level of
access to
different
systems

unified
security
standard
challenges

Banner data of information about
courses
Grades from Exam Soft into other
databases for analysis of student
performance.

THEME:
Access/Permission

THEME: Scope

The scope how big
should the
umbrella be

Open source
community supprt for
health systems
interoperability

Exchanging
test rosters
with medical
schools

